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The Construction of Discourse Svstem of the Chinese Nation in the Earlv Davs of

the Establishment of Chinese Communist Partv ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhao Chao(1)

Abstract： This paper analyzes the keywords of the texts in the early days of the

establishment of Chinese Communist Party(CCP)，and discovers that the word zhonghua

minzu中华民族 (the Chinese nation) contained three aspects of semantic meaning： the

aspects of the national state； the country’s people； and the nation． The main aspect， the

meaning of state，was used in the contexts of the anti—imperialist，in which the core discourse

was Chinese independence and liberation for the expression of sovereign and national

territory． The meaning of the country’s people was used majorly in the contexts of anti—

imperialist for the degradation and discrimination to Chinese people，in which the core task

of the discourse construction was to arouse patriotic sentiment of the people． The meaning of

nation was used mainly in the context of the ethnic relationship in the country by Yun

Daiying恽代英and Li Dazhao李大韦U for the explanation of the relationship between the

Chinese nation and ethnic minorities． The CPC’s discourse of the Chinese nation in the

different contexts constructed a system with special implication and structure．

KeywOrds： Chinese Communist Partv；the Chinese nation；discourse system； state；

people；nation．

Multi—Ethnic Nation Buildin2 of the New Era and Creation of a Stron2 Sense

of Commun“y for the Chinese Nation：Theory and Practice Based on

the People—Centered Principle⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Qing Jue and Xu Xinshun(15)

Abstract： To build multi—ethnic nation in the new era，it is necessary to recognize the

inherent normative presuppositions given by the new historical position to the national

community，and the leading and practical r01e of the value based on the presuppositions．

Starting from the basic needs for a better life of the Chinese people of all ethnic groups，this

article extends a series of people—centered value presuppositions and normative requirements，

specifically including the people’s solidarity as a whole， the people’s harmonious ethnic

relations， the people’s real running of the country， the people’s shared prosperity and

happiness，and people’s expectations of the br订liant future of national rei uvenation． On the

one hand，we need to establish a guaranteed modern system for governance of ethnic affairs

through a people—centered approach，and through the organizational form of party state，the

general rule of law system， the dynamic system of democracy， the basic 1ivelihood system，

and common spiritual home， the guarantee system of normative presuppositions can be

formed． On the other hand， to broaden the practice path， we also need to grasp the basic

characteristics of the people through a people—centered approach． With the help of education

for all， life events， public governance， inclusive policy， mass routes， etc．， the normative

presuppositions will be achieved． Thus， on the basis of obtaining the value direction，

condition guarantee and action path，the people—centered theory and practice can promote the

multi—ethnic nation—building in a desirable，attainable and feasible way in the new era， and

then effectively lay down the ideological and operational basis of the Chinese nation and

create a strong sense of community for the Chinese nation．

Keywords： multi—ethnic nation building；people—centered；normative presuppositions；

value realization；a strong sense of community for the Chinese nation．
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The Value and Approach of the Reproduction of the Knowledge about the History
of Ethnic Communication and Integration：From the Perspective of

the Creatjon of the Sense of Communitv fOr the Chinese Nation

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Xu’ai(30)

Abstract： The reproduction of the knowledge about the history of the ethnic

communication and integration of China means that following the progression of the creation

of the sense of community for the Chinese nation，guided by the IⅥarxist ethnic conception，

we must discover more comprehensive and scientific history in which all ethnic groups of

China experienced integration，and became the pluralistic and integrated Chinese nation，as

well as make the history widely attainable． 1t is helpful for the development of socialist

ethnic theory with Chinese characteristics and increment and updating of the ethnic

knowledge，as we¨as for dispelling confusion and seeing that the people develop an accurate

understanding of country， history， ethnicity， culture， and religion． It is also a

“infrastructure proiect"for creating the sense of the community for the Chinese nation． For

the thorough investigation and scientific writing of the history of integration of all ethnic

groups of China， we must focus on the general 1aw of the development of the ethnicity，

follow the main thread of the interaction between the integration of all ethnic groups and

development of Chinese nation，and grasp four aspects，that is，synchronic ethnic elements；

diachronic ethnic progression；connective ethnic structure；ethnic consciousness with value．

The reproduction including two parts， the construction of knowledge system and promote
the knowledge，is a complicated projection for which the researchers and government must

work together．

Keywords： the history of ethnic communication and integration of China； the

reproduction of the knowledge；the Chinese Nation； the pluralistic and integrated Chinese

nation．

Strengthening the CohesiVeness，Embarking on a New Journey ⋯⋯Shi Jinbo(48)

Study on the Effect of SkiU in the Standard Chinese Langua2es on

Non—Agricultural Employment of Rural Labor Force

in Ethnic Areas ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ding Sai and Yan Jun(52)

Abstract： Based on the investigation sample of project“The Survey of Economic and

Social Development of Ethnic Areas of China in the Early 21st Century"，this paper analyzes

the effect of the skill of the standard spoken Chinese 1anguage， Putonghua， on non—

agricultural empIoyment of rural labor force in ethnic areas． The results show that there are

32％of rural minority labor force who can’t communicate with Putonghua；the percentage of

rural minority labor force who has non—agricultural employment is 36．9％；the percentage of

those who only do non—agricultural employment is 1 1％； such are much lower than the

average in rural China． With the extended regression model(ERM)and the first speaking

language of children as IV， we found that Putonghua level has obvious effect on non—

agricultural employment． It is estimated that the non—agricultural employment probability
will increase 52％and the probabilities of those who have part—time and those who have full一

time non—agricultural iobs wiIl increase 24％and 34％respectively． It is also estimated that

the non—agricultural employment probability will increase 22％ if those who can’t

communicate with Putonghua turn to communicate with Putonghua， though not very

proficiently． The effect trend of Putonghua level on non—agricultural employment is U shape

accOmpanylng wlth the mlnOrlty pOpulatlOn denslty， whlch means that popularlzlng

Putonghua to effect on non—agricultural employment should not only be concentrated on the

high minority population density area，but also on the Han people in ethnic areas．

KeywOrds： rural labor force； standard Chinese language； non—agricultural

employment；ethnic areas．
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The Research of overseas Chinese in Combating the COVID一19 Epidemic：

An Analvsis Based on Actor-Network Theorv(ANT)

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Xing Jinghua，Long Denggao，and Zhang XuIljun(66)
Abstract： Under the social background of the 910bal multipoint outbreak and

spreading of COVID一1 9， overseas Chinese actively threw themselves into various social

activities of combating the epidemic． The research draws on actor—network theory(ANT)to

theorize the process of overseas Chinese combating the epidemic of heterogeneous actors．

Through the online surveys and interviews with the overseas Chinese in Braz订， Australia，

France and Italy， this paper attempts to reveal the transnational， initiative and innovative

features， presents an interpretation and reconstruction of the subj ect value of oVerseas

Chinese as the key actor in combating the epidemic．

Keywords： overseas Chinese；key actor；COVIC卜1 9 Epidemic．

Medical Pluralism and Its Integration Mechanisms：
A Case Study of a ViUa2e in Huzhu County，

Qinghai Province ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhou Aihua and Zhou Daming(77)

Abstract： Through field work at a village in Huzhu County，Qinghai Province，this

studv reveals treatments from different medical systems in a sin91e v订lage：western medicine

treatment， traditional Chinese medicine and Tibetan medicine treatment， as weIl as

indigenous ritual treatment． These multiple treatments are used separately， successively or

simultaneously in different situations in da订y practices． Based on their cultural background，

v订lagers integrate three medical systems cognitively reflecting to their own i11ness

exDeriences． Most local healers are familiar with traditional Chinese medicine and Tibetan

medicine treatment as well as indigenous ritual treatment，who can provide mixed treatment

schemes for v订lagers and thus achieve functional integration of multiple medical systems．

The social ties between patients and doctors in a western medicine treatment practice are

typically Ioosen than those between patients and healers in the two other types of medical

treatments，so villagers might prefer the two other treatments when symptoms are mild．

These three medical systems are differentiated in the broad level of doctor—patient

relationship and provide people with more options．

KeVwords： medical pluralism；Tu people；doctor—patient relationship．

Seeking Harmony in Diversities：A Historical Investigation on the Religious—

Cultural Exchan2e among the Hans，Tibetans and】Ⅵongolians

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Sun Wuhu and Banbur DoIje(89)

Abstract： How to reach harmonious contacts， communion and integration between

different ethnic groups with different cultures in a country?How to draw 1essons from the

experiences in multi—ethnic cultural exchanges in Chinese history? Do Confucianism，

Taoism，and Buddhism j ust belong to a part of the Central Plains culture?The exploration

on these questions has practical significance to create a strong sense of community for

Chinese nation，and develop a human community with a shared future． In Chinese history，

the religious cultures of the Hans，Tibetans，and IⅥongolians kept developing in the course

of exchange，integration and mutual promotion among the multi—cultures，which provided a

valuable experience and formed a religious cultural exchange model of“seeking harmony in

diversities．”The three ethnic groups took the Confucianism，Taoism，and Buddhism as the

central axis of their belief cultures，forming a multi_1ayered communication mode，in which

the different religions coexisted in harmony． This not only enriched and developed Chinese

main culture of Confucianism，Taoism and Buddhism，but also absorbed the fresh elements

of new cultures with a interactive innovation situation， flourishing and diversified， which

forged a broad，profound，everlasting Chinese culture unity in diversities．

KeVwOrds： harmony in diversities； culturaI acculturation； ethnic reIationships；

harInonioIls coexistence．
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Re-Examining“Genealogical Table of Emperors”in t，砌曰括fo咐，
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Xiaowei(105)

Abstract： This paper argues that the origin of the“Genealogical Table of Emperors"

in，，抽．F打sfo，y was not the‰per函』117，a力Ge力ea，o∥es，but the prefaces of the biographies of

emperors’sons；so the table cannot be regarded as a first—hand resource for the Jin history

studies． When the of“cials who edited．，抽．fj，始}ory in the Yuan Dynasty constructed

“Genealogical Table of Emperors，”they pieced together two kinds of legend stories about

the ancestors of the Jin emperors from the尺ecord o，20zong担身亨orpgen，forls o，ances}D，ls)

and尺e∞，d D，乃五u太扭，as to make Agunai阿古乃and Baoheli保活里come into the family

tree of the emperors． This text was regarded as “classical resource” in the Jin history

studies． So we have to break the myth and go back to the texts of the．，In f打sfo，’，for the

further studies of the imperial clan genealogies of the Jin rulers．

Keywords： “Genealogical Table of Emperors”in胁月j5}o，y；S6彬世纪(the book of

the imperial family tree)；Hanpu函普，the first ancestor；Agunai；Baohuoli．

EVolution of Territory Concepts in the Yuan Dynasty and Spatial Recognition of

the Multiethnic Country ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Caiyun(120)

Abstract： The territorial discourse among the monarchs and ministers in the Yuan

Dynasty was based on the prairie—based territorial view and the tianxia 天]： (a11 under

heaven)concept in the traditional Chinese culture． In the process of the unification of the

Yuan dynasty， the above—mentioned two were closely related and had complex aspects of

coUision，conflict and integration． As early as the founding of the Yuan Dynasty，Confucian

ministers from the Han areas persuaded the Mongols to accept the po“tical goal that they

should unify tianxia and regard the destruction of the Song Dynasty as the symb01 of the total

victory． However， influenced by Mongolia’s political traditions， only after the failure of

external expansion war in the late Kublai Khan period and the Emperor Timur’s time，the

Yuan Dynasty began to use the traditional Chinese way，tribute，to handle the relations with

foreign countries and established a clear sense of borders． In the Yuan Dynasty，monarchs

and ministers took the concept of super vast territory which was”unprecedented in history”

as a tool to build their political identity of the multiethnic regime． The government started a

士lerce prOpaganda campalgn lncludlng±ormulatlng the tltle ot the relgnlng dynasty，mapplng

and publicizing the cognition in the mainland and overseas． By means of comparison between

the past and the present，they intended to illustrate the inheritance and transcendence of the

historical territorv of China． And then they wanted to show an ethnicitv—mixed and brand—

new dynasty which surpassed the Han Dynasty and Tang Dynasty in all aspects comprising
the destiny which Heaven gives， the morality of monarchs and the culture governance． It

further enriches the spatial recognition of China as a unified multiethnic country．

Keywords： Yuan Dynasty；territorial identity；tianxia concept；multiethnic country．

The Summary of the 2020 Year Joint Meeting of Associations of China for

Ethnic Studies，and the Conference on Ethnic Studies in the New

Era and Creation of a Strong Sense of Community for the

Chinese Nation⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Huan(133)

The Summary of the 23rd Annual Conference of Chinese Association for

Nationality History on“Unity and Development：The

History of the Community for the Chinese Nation” ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wen Tuo(136)
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